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Abstract 

The discrete fracture network (DFN) methodology has been applied to many 

disciplines, e.g. rock mechanics, groundwater flow and pollution transport and widely 

used for the tunnel engineering and nuclear waste underground disposal. However, 

there are uncertainties, still, may not be considered comprehensively. This study 

analyzed uncertainty of DFN shape parameter (kr) by numerical method, which is one 

of the most important parameter that controls the size distribution of fractures, but 

rarely discuss in detail due to the difficulty of fracture investigation in the field. 

Therefore, we established a continuum synthetic DFN model as a survey target to 

cover the field investigation difficulty. We mimicked virtual outcrop area and 

lineament mapping area on the horizontal surface of synthetic DFN model with 25 m 

* 25 m and 500 m * 500 m, respectively. The statistic results show that either the 

outcrop survey or regional lineament mapping, increasing the number of survey (i.e. 

larger than 40 fractures for a cluster) could significantly reduce the uncertainty of kr. 

If DFN follows the tectonic continuum hypothesis, combining the outcrop survey and 

regional lineament mapping data to estimate kr can constrain better in comparison 

with individual power law scaling from outcrop survey or regional lineament mapping. 

With regard to two power law model, the trace length between outcrop and regional 

scale would have more uncertainty in comparison with the tectonic continuum model. 

Our synthetic DFN is created based on the tectonic continuum model, however result 

shows that there is high possibility to interpret our model as two power law model, 

however, if synthetic model is two power law model, vice versa. This implies that it is 

a challenge to determine DFN model (continuum or two power law) for a DFN 

domain based on trace length observation.  

 

 


